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DISCLAIMER

DNERO though this white paper is not offering to sell, or make any solicitation
to buy any tokens. Nothing in this white paper should be treated or read as a
guarantee or promise of how DNERO Protocol model or tokens will develop
the utility or value of the tokens. Outlined are current plans that could change
based on its own discretion, and the success will depend on many factors
outside of DNERO Protocol’s control, including but not limited to
market-based factors and factors within the data and cryptocurrency
industry, among many others. Any statements about future events or goals
are subject to change and are based solely on the challenges that are being
addressed in this whitepaper. The ideas and solutions DNERO Protocol plans
to implement based on analysis may be incorrect.
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INTRODUCTION

DNERO Protocol‘s vision is to use blockchain technology to create a Decentralized Video

Streaming and delivery service network that allows existing video and media platforms to

make incremental revenues and reduce content costs while rewarding users for sharing

their storage, or bandwidth on any PC, mobile, and smart device. DNERO Protocol

supports smart contracts and is EVM compatible (Ethereum Virtual Machine). EVM opens

the door for many Web3 applications to be built on DNERO Protocol. We aim to have a fully

decentralized ecosystem of Web3 applications such as decentralized exchanges

(DEX/DeFi), decentralized autonomous organizations (DAO) and non-fungible tokens

(NFT). We believe Web3 technologies are the building blocks of the next generation media

and entertainment platforms. DNERO Protocol is a dual token design. The DNERO Coin is

the governance token of the DNERO Protocol. DNERO Coin is used to stake as a Validator

or Sentry node, contributing to block production and the protocol governance of the

DNERO Protocol Network. By staking and running a node, users will earn a proportional

amount of the new DToken generated. The supply of DNERO Coin is fixed at 1 billion and

will never increase. Dtoken (DTKN) is the operational token of the DNERO protocol. Dtoken

is used for on-chain operations like payments to Node relayers for sharing a video stream,

or deploying and interacting with smart contracts.
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Blockchain Limitations

Currently the largest number of tokens and projects launched use the Ethereum

blockchain, smart contracts, and programming languages. The biggest challenge is

developers can’t build and test their projects without paying high gas fees. Fees continue

to go up for developers who are building, testing, and deploying their projects on the

Ethereum Network. Because of this, scaling challenges have been presented. The more

projects that get created and launched on the Ethereum blockchain, the slower and

higher the fees get for developers to pay. The tokens and projects that launch on Ethereum

network not only affect the developers but also the users. The end users end up paying

higher gas fees when using what the developers have created for example, sending and

receiving ERC20 tokens and other Ethereum tokens needed to benefit from that specific

project. Many have tried to overcome the scaling challenges on ETH by introducing layer 2

scaling solutions that act as side-chains of the blockchain. This brings its own difficulties

with security when bridging from Layer 1 (ETH). Continue reading our whitepaper to learn

how DNERO Protocol  plans to overcome these challenges.

DNERO Protocol Strategy

A. Empower developers to create, test, deploy, and scale their projects extremely fast at a
very low cost.

B. Bridge the gap between the high tech decentralized crypto ecosystem to centralized

infrastructures so that masses can take advantage and benefit with ease and low fees.

C. Create Partnerships with strategic partners who want to take advantage of blockchain
technology and infrastructure while providing value to their customers and the rest of the
world.
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DNERO PROTOCOL TOKENOMICS

A Dual Currency System and Token Mechanics

In the interest of securing the network, installing proper governance, and managing the

usage of the network, the DNERO blockchain will use a dual currency system. The DNERO

coin will be used to stake, secure, and govern the DNERO Network, while DTKN will pay for

operations (video segment transactions, smart contract operations, etc.).

There are two key reasons to introduce a second token:

First, this allows the utility and purpose of each token to be separated. DNERO Coin is used

strictly for staking and securing the network, while DTKN is used to power utility-based

operations of the network. This is necessary because staking inherently decreases

circulating supply, but video segment transactions and smart contracts will require a

highly-liquid token that can facilitate millions of daily transactions. Second, two tokens are

needed to solve possible consensus issues that arise from using the same token for staking

and operations. Because the token used for operations must be liquid, it would be easier

for a malicious actor to accumulate a significant number of that frequently-traded token

on the open market. If that same token is also used for staking, they could potentially

threaten the security of the DNERO Protocol. Separating the two functions (staking and

operations) into different tokens decreases the risk.
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DNERO PROTOCOL TOKENOMICS

DNERO Coin Supply and Mechanics

The DNERO coin will be used to stake, secure, and govern the DNERO Protocol. As an

ERC20 token, the DNERO coin supply is currently fixed at 1 billion. When the mainnet is

launched, each holder of the ERC20 DNERO token will receive native DNERO coins on the

new blockchain on a 1:1 basis. The supply of native DNERO Coin on the new blockchain will

also be permanently fixed at 1 billion, meaning no new DNERO coins will ever be minted.

The primary reason for fixing the DNERO token supply is to make it prohibitively expensive

for a malicious actor to acquire enough tokens to threaten the network. Since no new

DNERO tokens will ever be minted, the only way to acquire more is by purchasing existing

tokens and over time, making it more expensive to acquire a controlling amount of

DNERO Coins.

DTOKEN (DTKN) Supply and Mechanics

DTKN is the operational token of the DNERO blockchain, used as the “gas” to pay for video

segment microtransactions and smart contract operations. DTKN is also built on the

DNERO blockchain and 5,000,000,000 DTKN will be minted at the time of the mainnet

launch. This initial supply of DTKN will be distributed to all DNERO coin holders at the point

of token swap, supplying the network with enough DTKN for it to function effectively. At

the time of the token swap, each DNERO coin holder will also receive 5 DTKN for each

DNERO coin they hold. Initially, there will be no increase in the number of DTKN until the

multi-level BFT consensus mechanism is launched and the sentry pool is formed. After

that point, validator and sentry nodes will each be required to stake DNERO Coins to

perform their respective functions. Both validators and sentries will earn DTKN
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proportionally according to the number of DNERO Coins they have staked, with total

rewards equal to a target increase in the supply of DTKN. The target increase in supply of

DTKN will initially be set at 5% annually. This rate may be adjusted accordingly in response

to demand for DTKN from video platforms or dapps. In summary, the supply of DTKN will

increase by 5% over the year, and if you run a sentry node and stake DNERO Coins, your

share of those new DTKN will equal your share of staked DNERO Coins as a percentage of

the total staked DNERO Coins. To help maintain the appropriate amount of DTKN in

circulation, all DTKN used as gas to deploy or interact with smart contracts will be burned

(permanently destroyed). By having both DTKN minting and burning tied to network

usage/adoption, the number of DTKN tokens will maintain a healthy balance relative to

demand.
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MULTI-LEVEL BFT CONSENSUS MECHANISM

The DNERO Protocol is designed to be a decentralized ledger for video streaming and

Web3 applications. Many platforms face many challenges today, such as transaction

throughput, storage consumption, fast consensus and decentralization. DNERO Protocol

uses a Proof-of-Stake consensus algorithm based on the Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT)

protocol to overcome these challenges. DNERO protocol is built on a multi-level BFT

consensus mechanism which allows thousands of nodes to participate in the consensus

process while supporting very high transaction throughput (1000+ TPS). Using this method

overcomes the issues with standard BFT protocols. This design brings security, a high level

of decentralization, and speed.

The core idea of DNERO Coin is to have a small set of nodes that form the validators and

produce a chain of blocks as fast as possible using a Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance-like

process. With a sufficient number of validators , the validator committee can produce

blocks fast, and retain a high degree of difficulty to prevent compromising the integrity of

the blockchain. It is reasonable to expect a very high probability that the validators will

produce a chain of blocks without forks. Thousands of consensus participants, called

sentries, can finalize the chain generated by the validators. This is considered “finalization”

to convince each sentry that more than 2/3 of all the other sentries see the same chain of

blocks.
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VALIDATOR AND SENTRY NODES

The validator set will initially be made up of nodes operated by DNERO Protocol Research

and Development, followed by additional validator nodes operated by key strategic

partners. Eventually, sentry nodes that perform to a high-standard (node availability,

hardware and bandwidth requirements, etc.) and stake a sufficient number of DNERO

Coins can participate as a validator node on a rotating basis. Our end goal is for a validator

set composed of DNERO Protocol R & D, video platform partners, and community

members where no single entity or group has enough control of the network to act

maliciously. If any validators were to act maliciously, the sentry pool should be sufficiently

diversified and act as a second line of defense to prevent malicious acts and remove

malicious validators. Malicious nodes that take actions to harm the network will also have

their staked DNERO Coins slashed (forfeited) and burned from circulation. We expect

sentry node functionality to launch in a significant upgrade following the mainnet launch.

A standalone client will be released allowing users to operate a sentry node and stake their

Dtokens. As currently constructed the protocol can support up to 1,000 sentry nodes

without sacrificing transaction throughput. To achieve the optimal set of sentry nodes, we

expect to set a range of approximately 100,000 - 1,000,000 DNERO coins permitted to be

staked per sentry node. These numbers may be adjusted based on further testing and

community feedback between now and the mainnet launch.

VALIDATORS

The validator committee consists of a limited set of validator nodes, typically ten to twenty

and are selected through an election process, or a randomized process, and are subject to

rotation to improve security. To be eligible to join the validator committee, a node needs to
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lock up a certain amount of DNERO Coins for a period of time, which can be slashed if

malicious behavior is detected. The blocks that the committee reaches consensus on are

called settled blocks, and the process to settle the blocks is called the block settlement

process. The Multi-level BFT consensus mechanism reflects the fact that the

validator/guardian nodes provide multiple levels of security. The validator nodes provide the

first level of protection, with validators, the nodes can come to consensus quickly and are

resistant to attacks. It provides a similar level of security compared to a Delegated

Proof-of-Stake mechanism if an independent entity runs each validator node. Because of

this, a transaction can already be considered safe when it has been included in a settled

block, especially for low stake transactions.

SENTRIES

The sentry pool is a superset of the validator committee. This pool contains many nodes,

which could be in the range of thousands. With a certain amount of coins locked up for a

period of time, any node in the network can instantly become a guardian. The sentry nodes

download and examine the chain of blocks generated by the validators and try to reach

consensus on the checkpoints. By allowing mass participation, we significantly improve

transaction security. The blocks that the sentry pool has reached consensus on are the

finalized blocks, and the process to finalize the blocks is called the block finalization

process. The sentry nodes form the second line of defense. With thousands of nodes, it is

substantially more difficult for attackers to compromise blockchain integrity, thus

providing a much higher level of security. In the unlikely event that attackers fully control

the validators, the sentries can re-elect the validators, and the blockchain can restart,

starting from the most recent block finalized by the sentries. A transaction is considered

irreversible when it is included in a finalized block. We believe this mechanism achieves a

good balance among transaction throughput, consistency, and level of decentralization.
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The Block Settlement Process on DNERO Protocol

Block settlement is the process by which the validator committee reaches agreement and

produces a chain of blocks for the sentries to finalize. Different practical Byzantine Fault

Tolerance-based consensus algorithms can be used for the validators to produce a chain of

blocks. These algorithms guarantee safety when less than 1/3 of the validators have

byzantine failures. If there is a case where the protocol is partitioned, the validators stop

generating new blocks. This is a defense mechanism to avoid split-brain, an error where

nodes are unable to communicate with each other. When the network recovers, the

validators can continue to produce new blocks. With ten to twenty validators, validators can

quickly produce blocks, enabling 1000+ tps throughput. Meanwhile, if different entities run

these validators, attackers are unable to gain full control of the nodes. Because of this, the

sentries can expect that the validators can produce a chain of blocks without forks most of

the time.

The Block Finalization Process

As the validators add new blocks to the blockchain, the sentry network finalizes the

produced block in unison. To finalize the chain of blocks generated by the validators, the

sentries only need to reach a consensus on the hashes blocks, ensuring the hashes are the

same. if all nodes have the same copy of the blockchain, they arrive at the same end state

after processing all the blocks in order.

Scaling Sentry Nodes

To be able to scale to thousands of sentry nodes, DNERO Protocol uses an aggregated

signature gossip protocol. This protocol requires each sentry node to process a much

smaller number of transactions to reach a consensus. Each sentry node combines the

partially aggregated signatures from its nodes and then gossips out the newly aggregated

signature. This way, the signature share of each node can reach other nodes at an
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exponential speed while keeping the size of the messages small.

SMART CONTRACTS

Turing-complete smart contracts open the door to numerous use cases in video streaming

and beyond, from token investments in streamers to automated splits of DTKN rewards

between platform/streamers/users. Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) can represent top content

creators. DNERO Protocol is compatible with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (Solidity). This

allows the porting over of existing Ethereum-based contracts; you can port an already

completed Dapp from ETH onto DNERO Protocol seamlessly . This compatibility is simple

and thousands of smart contract developers can quickly jump to building on DNERO

Protocol. On the DNERO Blockchain, DTKN takes the place of ETH in all contracts. Just as

you need ETH to deploy or interact with smart contracts on Ethereum, you need DTKN to

do so on DNERO blockchain. All DTKN used to deploy or interact with smart contracts

would be burned entirely; both DNERO Coin and DTKN can be used for payment systems

in a Smart Contract. This opens the door for many Web3 applications to be built on DNERO

Protocol. We aim to have Fully decentralized ecosystem of Web3 applications such as

decentralized exchanges (DEX/DeFi), decentralized autonomous organizations (DAO) and

non-fungible tokens (NFT). We believe Web3 technologies are the building blocks of the

next generation media and entertainment platforms. With DNERO protocols design,

developers can deploy smart contracts cheaply and securely. Smart contracts allow for

better user experiences and new models for video platform DApps built on DNERO

Protocol. Video platforms can write smart contracts for loyalty programs to reward its users.

Video platforms can use a tier system that unlocks certain privileges or exclusive

capabilities based on the users’ activity. Video platforms can issue virtual items backed by
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the blockchain (e.g. NFTs) and gift it to their favorite content creators. This concept, built

on the “non-fungible token” standard, allows virtual items to be rare or unique and can be

kept or traded for other sought after collectibles in the ecosystem, all without additional

permissions from 3rd parties. Video platforms can write smart contracts that enable more

efficient payment models, such as pay-as-you-go or per-use models. This removes the

traditional annual or monthly subscriptions. DNERO Protocol Ledger’s properties of

tracking micropayments and video segments enables these smart contracts to be

executed. Smart contracts can also be designed to benefit content creators (e.g.

user-generated content producers, larger production studios) to fairly and transparently

distribute royalties. Traditional royalty settlement processes can be easily fixed with clear

smart contract terms mutually agreed upon by the creators and distributors. This is just

one example of a use case on the DNERO Protocol. Smart Contracts allow various Dapps to

be built, the possibilities are endless in the DNERO ecosystem.

Ecosystem Example
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ECOSYSTEM PARTNERSHIPS

+

The DNERO App is a digital wallet solution that utilizes a sharing economy model that

rewards you with instant cash back from your friends and family purchases made at

thousands of top brands and local merchants. When your friends invite other people to

DNERO, you earn additional cash back on all purchases made by them. Users have the

option to receive cash or DTokens for instant cash-back rewards. DNERO offers a

MasterCard Debit (physical and virtual) available for all DNERO users and tied to cash in the

DNERO digital wallet. The card is accepted by 150,000 brands & local merchants with

instant cashback from 1 to 20%, plus cash withdrawals at ATMs. Your users can fund their

accounts with instant debit card transfers, ACH, and direct deposit. Users can connect an

external debit card to fund their DNERO card account. Transfers are real-time and free to

our cardholders. The app has a touchless payment solution called DNERO Pay that allows
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merchants and customers to pay via QR code. Customers can pay with crypto while the

merchant will receive it in cash using DNERO APP’s crypto conversion technology.

Merchants receive 1% Cash Back Rewards from their customers that are referred to the app

and shop at brand stores and capture an additional 0.50% on one more referral level.

+

ARK Drop aspires to create value through innovation and empowerment for users and

partners by creating interactive and gamified experiences via Augmented Reality to

customers  and build brand engagement together. ARK Drop uses the DNERO App digital

wallet for cryptocurrency payments. The partnership with DNERO app opens up a broad

portfolio of opportunities, from online and brick-and-mortar retailers, digital

entertainment, e-commerce and small to midsize merchants as they continue to invest in

the future of digital payments and user engagement. ARK Drop allows the business to

customize a token with their brand and logo or they can select from any FIAT (USD) coins

or Cryptocurrencies. It allows businesses Incentivize community members and residents
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with local  promotions and discounts  in a gamified way. You can find a coin in  places

where you least expect it. Users can surprise other users by dropping coins with a

monetary  value to friends and family at any geo-location! The sender dropping the coin

can select their wallet of choice to assign a monetary value to the coin. The recipient can

also choose the digital wallet they wish to transfer the value of the coin they redeem.

+

Life Keeper is an identity protection solution that allows you to manage and store your

families, or personal, important documents such as ID’s, passports, social security cards on

the blockchain. When using Life Keeper, identity data is fully encrypted in the app on the

user’s device and can be accessed with biometrics. This guarantees that only the user can

share the data and no one else has access to share it. Life Keeper uses the power of the

DNERO blockchain to ensure all information matches in the system. Also, information can

be modified / updated with the proper documentation and verification of the right

authenticating channels. This way, you have a historical record of life changes and your
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data shared must always match only the current one. There are no hackers and no identity

thieves that can steal your precious data. Your identity is exclusively yours. Safe Keeper has

its own digital wallet built on DNERO Protocol and will launch its own token IV Coin built

using DNERO Protocol smart contracts.

+
The power of we -

Today, social networks are mostly about sharing moments. In the next decade, they’ll also

help you answer questions and solve complex problems.

Make Better Decisions - We all struggle to make the best decisions possible when it comes

to our careers, finances, parenting, health, and relationships. But what if we could make

every important decision with the help of the smartest people in the world? It might

sound impossible, but it’s not. All of us have the ability to access the collective wisdom of

hundreds or even thousands of people who together are as smart as any expert adviser.

When we reach out to the crowd for wisdom, we are able to access decision-making skills

that are free of our own emotion. We are able to seek out the solutions to our problems

and weigh our choices free of the bias intrinsic to unilateral decision making. If we learn to

rely on and trust the wisdom of the crowd, our decisions will be better, quicker and easier.

There is a power in crowd wisdom, and this power is harnessed through technology and

social media. This power is called “Mindsharing.”
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Mindshare is an application that uses the tools and technology

already at hand to access and share our greatest human resource,

one another. It’s a mobile app where people can go and find

mentors and subject matter experts for advice, knowledge and

expertise. People can upload videos or give advice one-to-one or

one-to-many via the mobile application.

They can earn DTokens by using the platform to stream their video

content and live video streaming through Mindshare. Users in the

network can also earn DTokens by allowing their devices to

host/store video content and live streaming resources directly from

their devices.

People seeking advice can purchase DTokens to pay the Advisors

and Experts in the Mindshare network with DTokens. Users that

receive DTokens through different technologies provided by the

DNERO protocol can also redeem them for advice and knowledge

here at Mindshare.
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+
Finding The Perfect Neighborhood

In this age, we often forget the importance of community. However, finding a community

that we feel a part of, can contribute to, and accepts us for who we are is extremely

important to human health and happiness. With Eutopia, a sense of belonging isn’t a

casualty of the digital age, but rather, a product of it.
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Eutopia is an amazing platform composed of analytics, algorithms and data to help

everyone find the perfect neighborhood that fits their lifestyle. It is designed to take home-

buyers on this journey and simplify the process.

Our Technology

EUTOPIA empowers people to obtain all available information via modern technology, and

therefore, give them a better understanding of where they would like to live before making

one of the biggest investments of their lives.

Our platform utilizes the latest in big data aggregation, artificial intelligence and psycho-

analytics combined with social media, to analyze their personality, likes and interests along

the application journey. This allows us to match them with their ideal community and a

real estate professional specifically suited to their wants and needs.

DToken will empower the Eutopia platform. Home buyers will earn DTokens by taking a

journey into an interactive home searching experience. The platform embarks the

homebuyer into a rewarding process where they discover the best neighborhoods and

communities that best match their lifestyle. The DTokens can be redeemed towards the

homebuyer’s closing costs, appraisal of the property, and also receive DTokens at close of

escrow to make purchases at local businesses and merchants in their new community.
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+
SMARTS automates marketing and referral system into an innovative and rewarding

experience using the of power technology to quantify, qualify, and validate the lead

generation and pipeline creation.

SMARTS will use the power of DNERO Protocol to incentivize and reward employees,

customers, warm market, centers of influence, and prospects. Exponentially increasing

referrals, qualified leads, and sales.
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+
RWRDZ is a mobile application that empowers employees and customers alike to become

strong brand promoters, improve customer retention, and attract new customers through

the power of recognition via virtual incentives and rewards.

RWRDZ mobile app will be powered by the DNERO Protocol, Blockchain and its DToken.
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+

IPTV provides web video publishers and broadcasters with an extremely innovative way to

create and deploy video applications that transform standard web videos into interactive,

mutli-demensional and personalized user experiences. By adding advertisements and

other layered content to web videos, our platform and technology creates exciting new

revenue streams for content providers, increasing their ROI and their user base. While at

the same time allows the content owner to retain control of the content in a decentralized

environment.
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MONTHLY/ YEARLY Reward Calculator

The purpose of this calculator is to demonstrate projected rewards from staking DNERO to

earn DToken. Our estimates are based on several economic factors and there is no

guarantee that our predictions are correct.

Example:

Investment
amount
(Pre-Sale):

Initial Price per
DNERO Coin
presale:

Total Amount of
DNERO Coins
Purchased

Total DNERO
Coin Staked:

Monthly DTKN
Earning:

Yearly DTKN
Earning:

$10,000 $0.05-$0.10 200,000 200,000

23809.53

in USD:
$1,190.48

285714.29

in USD:
$14,285.71

Projected
DNERO Coin
price on
exchanges:

Projected
Investment
Amount at
$0.15:

Projected DNERO
Coin price on
exchanges:

Projected
Investment
Amount at $0.45:

Projected
DNERO Coin
price on
exchanges:

Projected
Investment
Amount at
$1.00:

$0.15 $30,000 $0.45 $90,000 $1.00 $200,000

IF Total
DNERO Coin
Network
Staked:

Total DTKN
rewarded
annually:

Projected DTKN
price:

175,000,000
DNERO Coin

250,000,000
DTKN

$0.05

Thirty-Five Percent (35%) of DNERO Coin supply (350,000,000) has been allocated for the

private pre-sale of DNERO Coin. Once mainnet is live, users can stake there DNERO Coin

through a validator or sentry node and earn rewards paid out in our second coin DTKN. The

The amount of Earned Block Rewards (EBR) varies depending on how many DNERO Coin

is staked in the nodes. For example, If a total supply of 175,000,000 DNERO COIN are

staked in Validator and Sentry nodes, 250,000,000 DTKNs will be rewarded to the

committee, resulting in a 5% EBR rate. Reward amounts produced will vary as not all coin

supply available will be used for staking.
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The Next Generation of Blockchain

DNERO believes that our blockchain solves the major issues facing most modern

blockchains today. With the tools that our blockchains provide, developers can easily build

the next generation of a decentralized blockchain cheaper, easily, and faster. Many

partnered projects are being built on DNERO Protocol to start the blockchains ecosystem,

but our vision is to have a fully decentralized ecosystem built by users all around the

globe. Our ecosystem is starting off with the release of our two token models DNERO Coin

and DToken. Users will be able to stake their DNERO coins by running validator or sentry

nodes. As soon as smart contracts are live on the mainnet users can utilize our coins to

build decentralized applications, all fees are paid with DToken. With our two token model,

Users can build innovative applications such as NFT platforms, Blockchain gaming,

decentralized exchanges or can use our tokens for centralized applications for faster

transactions while still utilizing the benefits of our blockchain. Our chain uses Solidity

Smart Contracts so that developers can easily deploy existing Dapps on our blockchain

cheaper and faster. Blockchain technology is constantly evolving. We are constantly

designing and developing new ideas, new tools and technologies to help projects

succeed. Our blockchain is designed for easy implementation so that blockchain

technology can be used in every industry. DNERO Protocol is the next step for a

decentralized economy that any industry can utilize cheaply, fast and securely.
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